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LETTER FROM OUR
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Romans 12: 9-12: 

Let love be genuine;
hate what is evil,

hold fast to what is
good; love one

another with mutual
affection; outdo one
another in showing
honor. Do not lag in

zeal, be ardent in
spirit, serve the
Lord. Rejoice in

hope, be patient in
suffering,

persevere in
prayer. 

The quote above emboldened our t-shirts this year, reminding us of the
lengths we must go to truly love. At Biking for Babies, we answer Christ’s call
to defend the vulnerable as we sacrifice for women and children we may
likely never meet. We converse with those who disagree with our beliefs, not
simply to argue, but to share the beauty, goodness and truth of God’s love
and to offer moments of conversion. We share that true love means to will
the good of another as we aim to change the narrative of a society that tells
us otherwise. Everything we do is directed at our aim to achieve a society
that embraces the immeasurable worth of every human life. 

With that vision in mind, 2022 was another groundbreaking year for the
mission: 56 missionaries riding almost 4,000 miles on six routes, advocating
for 57 pregnancy resource centers across the nation. Our team is thrilled to
announce that in addition to forming the most missionaries and partnering
with the most pregnancy resource centers in our 13 years, Biking for Babies
is contributing $261,000 to our 2022 pregnancy resource centers and pro-life
groups ($61,000 more than in 2021!). These funds that many of you
generously donated will allow our centers to walk with women in their most
vulnerable moments, providing life-affirming services so that pregnant
mothers may feel supported and convicted in choosing life. 

God’s provision is tremendous and the ride came together despite adversity.
This was a tumultuous year in our culture and more than ever, our
missionaries were aware of the risks associated with publicly proclaiming
their pro-life beliefs. Before the ride, we discussed safety at length, calling
police stations and making action plans. In a time where despair could have
set in, we aligned ourselves with the words from Romans 12: 9-12 and held on
to hope, knowing the ride was necessary to change and save lives. We are
grateful to announce that God made a way for the ride to be not only
successful, but also safe and our teams did not have any security issues. 

I hope you are encouraged as you learn more about our story in these pages.
Our vision has become clearer as we discern God’s will for our mission. The
focus is unchanging: to proclaim the dignity of every human life by uniting
cycling with the formation of young adults into missionary disciples of Jesus
Christ. You will see an increased investment in our missionary formation,
most notably the hiring of our Director of Missionary Formation, Aubrie.
Alongside this immense growth, you will see hope, joy, and purpose through
the eyes of our missionaries and pregnancy resource centers. As you read,
we pray you reflect on your role in renewing the culture of life. Every person
has a gift to put at the service of life. What is yours?

Please know of our
gratitude for your

support and
unabashed

celebration of life. 

God bless you,

Nikki

“Do not forget that true love sets no conditions.  It does not calculate or complain, 
but simply loves.”- St. John Paul II



OUR MISSION

To proclaim the
dignity of human life

by uniting cycling
with the formation of

young adults into
missionary disciples

of Jesus Christ

OUR VISION
 A world that embraces

the immeasurable
worth of every human
life from conception to

natural death

Renewing the

culture of

life, one

pedal stroke

and one

pregnancy

resource

center at a

time.

ABOUT BIKING FOR BABIES
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2022 MISSIONARIES

56
Missionaries

3,439
Miles Ridden

$261,000
Raised

Routes ending in St. Louis, MO Route ending in Washington, d.c.



Day six was brutal. 132 miles and the last 30 were a march of attrition. 102 degrees straight
up in St. Louis…heat index of 176 or something. I especially felt like I was riding my bicycle
through the warming setting of an oven between the arch and the river, where 100-foot
concrete walls and asphalt trails conspired to bring the riders to a nice simmering broil...The
crack seal on the roads was literally melting and causing tires to slip in the goo... We were
tested in the crucible, and everyone handled every adversity with exceptional grace and
maturity. There were times where we may have bent but we did not break...

[On the drive home] As we approached Indy, we came to an intersection and [one of the
other missionaries] noticed a woman with a “pregnant & homeless” sign. We made a U-turn
and went to work. This was precisely what we rode 560 miles for and swiftly showered her
with prayer, pregnancy resource center contacts, and a box full of cycling snacks and t-
shirts. It was a gift to be able to help Sierra, her husband Bryson, and their soon to be born
son Phoenix. 

THIS IS WHY WE RIDE! And thank you Lord for giving us the grace to be able to serve a few
of Your children.

Robert newport
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2nd Year 
Rider Missionary

From Indianapolis, Indiana

See our full list of 2022 missionaries at
www.bikingforbabies.com/our-missionaries

SHARING THE 
GOSPEL OF LIFE



SUFFERING FOR 
THE SAKE OF OTHERS

 3rd Year 
Rider and Route Leader
From Witchita, Kansas
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mARY oHM

Recently I went through a season of life where I lost all hope. [...] Women facing an
unplanned pregnancy may also find themselves in a season of hopelessness, thinking that
abortion is the only way out of their situation or thinking they are unloved and uncared for.
But[...God] won’t abandon these mothers, fathers, and babies in their time of greatest
need. We, at Biking for Babies, won’t abandon them either. That’s why we sacrifice and
suffer—biking a crazy amount of miles in the July heat to show the world that they matter.
Their situations, their struggles, their lives have value. Pregnancy resource centers meet
and serve these vulnerable mothers and fathers everyday in their time of greatest need, and
I know these centers won’t abandon them either.  

Hope lives in pregnancy resource centers. That’s what the staff and volunteers at these
centers are focused on. Providing free services to those in need, and in turn, offering them a
light of hope for them to see their future a little brighter. 

“We even boast of our afflictions, knowing that affliction produces endurance, and
endurance, proven character. And proven character, hope, and hope does not disappoint.
Because the love of God has been poured out into our hearts through the Holy Spirit that
has been given to us.” –Romans 5:3-5 

So keep going, because hope does not disappoint.
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2022 PREGNANCY RESOURCE
CENTER PARTNERS

See our full list of 2022 pregnancy resource centers
at www.bikingforbabies.com/prc-partners

57 Centers 26 States

24 New 

Centers
8 New Cities

9 New States

$261,000

CONTRIBUTED



PREGNANCY CENTER
HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2022

Women's Choice Network, operating in three
locations in Pittsburgh, PA, helped a mother
choose life for her baby for the 7000th time since
their inception. Pictured to the left is baby Ahriya,
born in August of 2022.

Embrace of Wichita, KS partnered with Biking for
Babies for the first time this year. Pictured to the
left is 3rd year missionary Mary Ohm, Embrace's
partnering missionary for the National Ride
Program, delivering a $4,400 check to Tim
Quiggle, their Executive Director.

ThriVe+, operating in multiple states,
is stepping into the telehealth
market to counter the shifting
landscape of abortion in our country
as it trends heavily towards abortion
pills acquired online.
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SERVING WOMEN AND FAMILIES

As a 20 year old college soccer player, Adriana was confused and scared when she found
out she was pregnant and started to consider all the complications: "I'm too young. What
about family support? How can I finish college? What will my boyfriend say? And so I
made the decision: I need an abortion."

Her Google search led to InnerVisions Health Care. Going to her appointment, she decided
that if she was having twins, she would not have an abortion. The ultrasound showed twins,
and with the help of the staff of InnerVisions she chose life! As Adriana recounts: "They
prayed with me; they supported me with information necessary to make an informed
decision - I didn't feel pressured. They also shared the risks of abortion, like infertility, and I
wanted to have kids in the future."

Believe it or not, Adriana's twins were born on her birthday in July! Now she is "really happy
to have chosen parenting" and she "can't imagine life without them."

Missionary Partner
Des Moines, IA

Des Moines, IA

Peyton dueling



28%
69%
3%

Missionary Formation
Financial Gifts to Pregnancy Centers
Raising Awareness of Pregnancy Centers

92%
6%
2%

Personal Giving
Organizations
Fees + Grants

78%
13%
9%

Program
Fundraising
Administration

Category
Percent

(%)
Dollars

($)

Program 78 397,340.56

Fundraising 13 65,491.06

Administration 9 43,576.58

Total 100 506,408.20

Category
Percent

(%)
Dollars

($)

Formation 28 112,511.47

Financial Gifts 69 275,089.74

Awareness 3 9,739.35

Total 100 397,340.56

69%

3%

28%

2022 FINANCIAL STATEMENT

6%

2%

92%

13%

9%

78%

Program
Expenses
$397,341

Total
Revenue
$605,435

Total
Expenses
$506,408

Total Expenses

Program Expenses
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522Estimated Women &
Families Served

$261,000
donated to pregnancy resource centers

2022 CONTRIBUTIONS: 
PROVIDING FOR THOSE IN CRISIS
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 Marketing to Increase Clients
Medical Supplies

Building and Mobile Unit Expansion
Staff and Medical Personnel

Baby Supplies
Ultrasounds

Parent Education Classes
Housing and Transportation Costs

Funding supports the greatest needs of our centers



Missionary PRC/Clinic/Maternity Home
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ENGAGED young
adults who have
cycled over 31,655
miles in witness to
the dignity of life. 

SPONSORED clinics,
pregnancy resource
centers, and maternity
homes located in 26
states.

Total Financial Gifts to PRCs Per Year

CONTRIBUTED funds
to support pregnant
women and families
throughout the
United States.
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RIDING FOR RENEWAL: 
13 YEAR IMPACT ON THE CULTURE

Number of Missionaries and PRCs Per Year
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Total Given since 2009:   $1,269,008



Year Missionaries PRCs Dollars Given

2009 5 2 $14,000

2010 8 3 $15,000

2011 5 5 $32,000

2012 9 8 $30,321

2013 15 10 $61,044

2014 28 29 $74,415

2015 20 24 $63,499

2016 21 30 $68,940

2017 23 41 $76,500

2018 27 34 $82,010

2019 34 18 $116,127

2020 35 36 $174,152

2021 49 42 $200,000

2022 56 57 $261,000

Total 335** 339** $1,269,008
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RIDING FOR RENEWAL: 
13 YEAR IMPACT ON THE CULTURE

** Totals include repeat missionaries and PRCs. For example, Mary Ohm is a 3rd year missionary. As an individual
missionary, she makes up 3 of the 335 missionary experiences. Likewise for pregnancy centers. In total, there
have been 184 individual missionaries and 102 individual pregnancy centers, many repeating from year to year.



On behalf of all Biking for Babies missionaries,
partnering pregnancy centers, staff members,

leaders, and board members, THANK YOU
for your generosity which drives this mission
forward. Should you have any questions or
concerns, please contact Chris Massaro at

chris.massaro@bikingforbabies.com.

THANK YOU
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